THE ROYAL VICTORIA COUNTRY PARK, NETLEY
For someone who has had an interest in Army Medical Services history for over fifty
years and having headed up the museum for twenty years, Netley was an
establishment that I was very familiar with. It also has a special meaning for Mick
McCran as many of us know. So when, just prior to my retirement from the museum
in 2014, I was asked by Hampshire County Council if I would become a member of
the redevelopment board for the Heritage Lottery funded refurbishment of the chapel
and grounds, I jumped at the chance.
My position on the board was that of Historical Consultant and entailed attending all
project board meetings over the last four years but more importantly over the last
year ensuring that all historical content for the various graphic panels, both inside the
chapel and in the grounds were historically correct and relevant to the story of
Netley.
The Chapel re-opened again on 1st August and will have a formal opening in
November. It really does now look splendid both inside and out. There are still a few
minor snagging items to be carried out and a few minor corrections to some panels.
There is a new entrance to the chapel and a new café and toilets have been built on
to the side. A new lift has been installed and the tower is now open for visitors.
The ground works includes the erection of graphic panels at the extremities of where
the original building stood to allow the visitor to get some idea on the size of the
hospital in its heyday. It should not be forgotten that the cemetery at Netley forms
part of the story of the hospital containing burials of patients and staff (and their
families) from the start of the hospitals existence as well as a Commonwealth War
Graves Cemetery for both wars. On the path that leads to the cemetery from the
main grounds there are new marker posts.

I would recommend visiting the park and seeing for yourself.
https://www.hants.gov.uk/thingstodo/countryparks/rvcp
Pete Starling

SOLDIER MAGAZINE SEPTEMBER EDITION
Readers can view the September edition of the Soldier Magazine by going to the following
link:
http://viewer.zmags.com/publication/d441842f#/d441842f/1

MORE STORIES FROM JOHN SILKSTONE (CONTINUED)
INITIATION
The large dilapidated mill stood in its own rubble, its broken window, like eyes,
stared at Gail with evil foreboding. A keen wind howled through the broken panes
like a banshee’s death song, and the late afternoon sun cast dark shadows.
Behind Gail, a group of seven children stood in a semicircle, chanting over and over
again, “Scaredy, scaredy, scaredy pants. Scaredy, scaredy, scaredy pants.”
Ten-year-old James, the eldest and leader of the gang, stepped forward to stand
behind Gail. He began to chant, “Come on, Gail, don’t be pale; to join the gang you
must not fail.”
Aged only eight, Gail had wanted to join the gang to be with her friends. However, to
become a member she had to pass an initiation test. James was the one that made
up these tests and he had stated that she must enter the old haunted mill, climb to
the third floor and wave through one of the windows to the gang.
Plucking up her courage, Gail picked her way gingerly over the brick and rubblestrewn site. As she moved forward, the gang fell into a deathly silence. After a few
steps she halted. Turning to the gang, she said in a timid voice, “Do I have to go all
the way to the third floor?”
James was rooted to the spot. He’d wanted to humiliate her and didn’t even expect
her to go anywhere near the old building, let alone enter it. Regaining his senses, he
shouted angrily, “Yes, all the way up.” He couldn‘t understand why she was even
doing the test. Why wasn’t she scared of the building like the rest of them? Everyone
knew the old mill was haunted and full of ghosts, and every night witches would
gather to cast their evil spells. James had even seen their bats flying in and out of
the broken windows.
Gail thought back to that morning, when her big brother Ray, who was sixteen, told
her that he’d found out about the test. He’d told her not to be frightened or worried
about going into the old mill for he would be inside and would help her. Though
secretly afraid, she knew that her brother wouldn’t let any harm come to her. He also
told her that he didn’t like James, because he was nothing more than a coward who
liked to bully others into submission.

At the doorway she stopped and whispered, “Are you there, Ray?” Receiving no
answer, she sobbed, “Ray, are you there?” Butterflies filled her stomach; she
swallowed hard and looked around, wide-eyed. Though petrified, she didn’t want to
admit defeat. She was about to call out for a third time when the wind died and in the
hush that followed, her ears caught the sound of a low voice. “Here I am, sweetheart,
now don’t you worry; just do what I tell you to do. You won’t be able to see me: I’m
hiding in the shadows so the rest of the gang won’t see me.”
“Is that you, Ray?” “Yes, sweetheart, it’s me.” “It doesn’t sound like you, your voice
is strange.”
“It’s this big empty building, sweetheart — my voice is echoing. What I want you to
do is step through the doorway and turn to your right. Don’t forget; you won’t be able
to see me in the shadows. I’ll see no harm comes to you. Just do what I tell you to
do, okay?” “Yes, Ray, I’ll do what you tell me.” “Look she’s gone inside,” cried out
Billy.
James knew he was losing the power he hoped to gain over Gail. Seething with
anger and frustration, he lashed out at Billy, thumping him in the ribs. “Shut your
mouth, Billy. I’m in charge!” Inside the mill, Gail heard footsteps on the floor above
and Ray’s voice calling down to her, “Come on, sweetheart, climb the stairs, I’ve
tested them; they’re safe.” Gail crossed the mill floor and climbed the stairs. With
encouragement from her brother, she reached the third floor.
Outside, Billy was holding his side and crying. “Shut up, Billy, or I’ll chuck you out of
the gang, anyway, I’m not stopping here; I’m off home. The witches must have got
her by now. Best of luck to them. Come on, you lot, let’s get going.” James moved
off, but no one followed.
From the window, Gail waved to her friends. She saw James walking away from the
gang. He turned and shouted something, but the gang ignored him and ran towards
the mill cheering and waving back at her. Picking up a stone, James threw it at the
gang and left the old site. Happy and jubilant, Gail ran down the stairs to meet her
friends. She was so happy that she forgot all about her brother.
Walking down the street, she noticed a crowd outside her house. One of the older
kids ran towards her, calling out, “Your Ray’s dead.” “No he isn’t, I’ve just left him.”
“He is dead; he was knocked down by a car over an hour ago.” “He’s not, I know
he’s not,” she sobbed, running into the house.
Standing at the graveside Tonge cemetery, Gail looked over her shoulder. She was
sure she’d heard Ray’s voice saying, “Don’t worry, sweetheart, I’ll always be looking
after you.”

POEMS BY JOHN SILKSTONE (CONTINUED)
ECLIPSE
On riverbank I laid me down
To watch a wondrous view.
The sun shone down its warming rays
While the moon was creeping through,
It ploughed its way across the sun
Turning daylight into night.
The air turned cold and quietness reigned.
Field mice froze in fright
While the water vole and rat
Twitched their whiskers to sniff the air
Their body clocks thrown out of sync.
At last the diamond ring came into view
And daylight and warmth cascaded down.
In awe, I remained reclining.
© John A Silkstone 1990

ENCOUNTER
(In Lea Village, Lincolnshire 1966)
Rambling by the village of Lea
I was lost, as lost could be.
Then walking down a country lane
I spied a man with a walking cane.
He appeared to be a local type
In farming clothes and an old clay pipe.
I thought that he would know the way,
So I asked his advice, this very day.
“Why come o’er to bother me
When there’s a milestone by yon tree.”
I told him plainly as we spoke,
“I cannot read and that’s no joke.”
He shook his head in great dismay,
“Y’ canner read!” I heard him say,
“Then it’s just for you, that milestone yon.
For it’s one o’ them sort, wi’ nowt written on.”
© John A Silkstone 1966

ENVY
He’s no longer my friend
Since he won that lottery prize
He said “It’s me that‘s changed.”
I know that’s only lies.

He only brought me one drink
Though he flashed his wallet wide
Making sure I saw
The money nesting inside.
He said “I’m only jealous,
That new friends I have found.”
I told him “Please don’t bother me,
You can stuff your ruddy ten pounds.”
© John A Silkstone 1994

EQUIVOCAL
I’m
Always
Listening
To what he says.
Though I know that all his lies are not true.
© John A Silkstone 2005

EXERCISE YARD
Old brick walls
Exchanged for a razor top twenty foot galvanised fence.
Still a cage
Still enclosed
Still restricting.
Walking in clockwork fashion
One foot following another,
We play the childhood game of follow the leader.
In Wakefield jail,
Do they still walk round and round the Mulberry bush
On a cold and frosty morning?
No bush here,
Only tarmac.
Nothing living,
Not even the walkers.
© John A Silkstone 2005

FOR THOSE WHO DIED TO YOUNG
Whilst on the subject of poems. Spot Mottley contacted me stating he had the
privilege of attending this years ‘Aden Veterans Annual Reunion’ weekend bash 7th 10th September.
He looked at the list of lads that had been killed or died in Aden over the years.
It was his first posting into man service from Rhyl and where the banter started.

The biggest shame is that at 70 I was one of the Youngsters at the Reunion.
If within the Corps, we have any that served in Aden, just look up Aden Vets at
https://www.facebook.com/pg/adenveterans.org.uk/services/ and become a member.
Help keeping the banter going. Last of all I wrote my thoughts down to be shared
with you all.
FOR THOSE WHO DIED TO YOUNG
How much of life have my friends missed out, serving and dying so young?
No kiss from a wife, no hug from the kids. Them killed by a bullet or bomb.
No hurt, as your parents, pass away with the years.
My mates protected by death so no tears.
Your son picks a wife, is she really the on
Walking your daughter down the aisle, gaining a son.
Worry about money worry about life.
My mates have no worries, no kids or a wife.
As your children grow up and their children gain age
There part of your life, a books new page
As you watch them grow they can make you so sad
My mates had no chance, to be a Granddad
As the bullet hit the sand bag, got dust in my eyes
They couldn’t hit a barn door I said in surprise.
As the years pass by dust still fills my eyes.
I think of my friends that have had no lives.
As I grow old with the pain felt in my in my body,
Looking so fat with a movement so soggy
With hair so gray from head to my toe.
Young mates in there grave with nowhere to go.
In a few years time we shall be back with our mates
Taking the piss as we go through the gates
I know even then I shall be so sad.
Knowing what it’s like, to be a Granddad.
They did their duty now go rest in peace,
Your memories have stayed with our years.
We talk of your times, we laugh and we cry.
Not forgetting you still owe for beers.

JTR RHYL DAYS
John Black a former Apprentice (Crookham) and Junior leader (JTR Rhyl) is no
stranger to this newsletter having written a fantastic article on “‘Bram’s’ Younger
Brother George Stoker CMG MD 1854-1920”

John came across the following photographs which were taken whilst he was at JTR
Rhyl and one whilst he served at BMH Minster in 1966. He wondered if those
readers who were also at Rhyl will recognize/remember any of the lads in the
photographs.
The photograph shown below was taken in A Company lines outside Cassino
Platoon summer 1963 JTR Rhyl. I am in the middle the two other guys were, on the
left Chis Clues who was in the RASC and, on the right, name forgotten, but was a
gunner.

The above photo was taken within A Company lines outside Cassino Platoon spring

1964, I am standing on the extreme right with the SLR. Phil Brookes is in the
centre. He was later commissioned and I believe he died in the late
1980’s whilst still serving. The two guys kneeling had just completed 14 days
detention. They forgot to come back after Easter leave. Both RASC,
guy on the left is I think Pete Townshend from Wolverhampton, or somewhere in the
Black Country, the guy on the right is John Podd, who shortly after this photograph
was taken was medically discharged from the Army.

The photograph was taken during the summer of 1964 on Denbigh Moor North
Wales, on Exercise Long Reach. In the truck there is a young Mac
McHale. Standing on the left directly underneath McHale, I think is Ernie Yeomans.
Middle, me John Black, and on the right Mick Mannie. He illegally left the army
sometime in the 1960s and joined the French Foreign Legion serving I think his
engagement of 6 years. Returned to the UK gave himself up, court martialled at
Colchester, got 84 days detention then posted to 19 Field Ambulance at Cherry Tree
Camp Colchester. I met him whilst at 9 Company RAMC. I always liked Mick. He
had decided to go over the wall as he wanted to be a soldier and not be a general
duties bloke at Military Hospital Tidworth pushing food trolleys around.

A photograph of ‘Beatle’ McGovern at BMH Munster which was taken in late
1966.He was a non-tradesman and was a dining room orderly in the 'other ranks'

dining room. A very colourful character. He was into flower power before it hit the
rest of the world. Beatle was the first person I knew who ran a mobile disco. He was
from Northern Ireland born in 1942, but there was no existence of him actually being
born. The Army tried to post him to Malaysia a couple of times, but there was no
record of his birth anywhere, no birth certificate no passport. Academically and
military, Beatle may have been an 'outsider' but his character was so colourful he
should have been given a medal for keeping the morale of BMH Munster high. He
made my Munster posting. I wonder whatever happened to him. Beatle thought that
he may have been born in 1942 his father may have been an American his mother
Irish.
My fraternal greetings to all ex old boys out there. The Army was good to me, was
my educator and gave me that big start up in life.
I am nearing the completion of my book 'Legends from the Ledger' the Army Pay
Services during the Great War. All royalties from the published article is going to
‘Help 4 Heroes.’

FRIENDS OF MILLBANK NEWSLETTER – THE BLAIR LECTURE
Dear Members
The Blair Lecture last Friday week was truly a very special night, a conjoint lecture
linking two dedicated researchers who have spend much of their research careers
interviewing and caring for ex Far East Prisoners of War namely Professor Geoff Gill
and Meg Parkes.
They truly are a formidable duo who have documented their work in two books
Burma Railway Medicine and Captive Memories. The books are available from
LSTM at a discount (the small profit goes directly to the FEPOW research fund),
please contact meg.parkes@lstmed.ac.uk if you wish more details AND... The
Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine (LSTM) has launched a Crowd funding page
to raise the final tranche of funding needed for the Far East prisoners of war
(FEPOW) Secret Art of Survival art exhibition in Liverpool next year.
The exhibition (opens on 19 October 2019 and runs until mid-June 2020) is the result
of over six years’ research to identify and locate previously unseen art works created
secretly and kept hidden by British servicemen during WWII Far East captivity. To
date over 40 artists have been identified; the exhibition will bring together their work
for the first time.
PLEASE donate in support of the FAR EAST PRISONER OF WAR ART
EXHIBITION (FEPOW) Crowdfunder Appeal. The computer experts can go to:
https://www.crowdfunder.co.uk/artofsurvival
Please also use Twitter and Facebook to help spread the word.
Those who still have cheque books, please send a cheque, made payable to LSTM,
to: Fund Raising Director Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Pembroke Place,
Liverpool L3 5QA. And if you are able to Gift Aid your donation, please add a note
with your name and address for a Gift Aid form. Thank you

In summary
You can relive the lecture by reading their two books TO BUY please email
meg.parkes@lstmed.ac.uk for more info.
You can help keep the memory alive by HELP FUND the 2019 Art Exhibition of the
FAR EAST PRISONER OF WAR ART EXHIBITION for more info see para above
starting PLEASE donate support of the FAR EAST PRISONER OF WAR ART
EXHIBITION (FEPOW) see flyer appended to this newsletter.
Let Friends of Millbank help keep alive these men’s memory.
Thank you
Frank

The above picture titled ‘A night to remember’ showing left to right Meg Parkes
John Blair and Geoff Gill

ANGER MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
Effective Anger Management Help
It may be difficult for an individual, no matter what age, to admit they need help in
controlling their problem with anger. However this is the initial step to treatment and
learning how to control these emotions. Effective anger management help is
assistance in discovering methods or strategies for managing anger problems or if
fortunate enough, eliminating them all together. Effective anger management help
will equip an individual to face their anger issues with a better attitude, as well as
develop skills to control their reactions to confrontational situations.
Three common reactions to a stressful or irritating situation are bottling up emotions,
getting defensive or lashing out. Neither of these reactions is healthy or a solution to
managing anger issues. When an individual decides to bottle up their emotions of
anger instead of seeking anger management help, there can be several negative
consequences. Bottling up anger may be okay for the moment but the individual will
soon discover the problem does not go away. Refusing to deal with the situation may
eventually unleash negative thoughts which cause the individual to become even

angrier. Bottled up anger can also transform into resentment which can last for an
eternity. Without dealing with the problem, a person may accept the blame and guilt,
causing them to feel discouraged and bad about themselves. Effective anger
management help would help an individual work on these attempts to cope with
challenging situations.
Getting defensive is a common reaction for people who have problems controlling
their temper. Reacting quickly to upsetting encounters without considering the
repercussions is normal for people with anger issues. Acting on raw emotions of hurt
or pain will produce very hostile reactions and likely promote hostile responses. This
is not effective in dealing with such situations. Effect anger management help would
encourage people not to be defensive but rather evaluate situations before acting on
them.
Situations which provoke anger often cause people to lash out. Using physical or
verbal aggressions, individuals act on impulse. These negative impulsive reactions
produce negative consequences and usually results which are later regretted. It is
easy for an angry person to lash out but it is not quite so easy to find positive results
from such behaviour. Lashing out doesn't resolve problems, rather causes more
problems. In the end an individual will realize that their rash behavior didn't solve a
thing. Effective anger management help will teach the individual to control their
anger and restrain from lashing out.
Anger management help can be effective if people are serious and dedicated to
working on their problems. There are many sources of anger management help
available today, much of it free to interested individuals. It is essential for people with
anger problems to realize their need for anger management help. Until they are
ready to accept responsibility for their actions and choose to make a difference,
anger management help will not be effective. Committing to an anger management
program will ultimately help an individual to effectively control their temper and
logically handle confrontational situations.
Learning Healthy Anger Management Strategies
When treating or dealing with anger issues, there are many suggestions for anger
management strategies. Each of them is intended to help people who are hottempered and frequently have fits of rage. Anger, although a healthy and normal
response to upsetting situations, it can be intense to the point of violence. When a
person experiences regular episodes of angry or reckless behavior, there's a
problem, one that needs to be dealt with. Anger management strategies are
designed to help an individual return to a healthy, normal existence.
Taking a time-out is considered a healthy management strategy. Removing oneself
from a situation or person that makes a person angry is practicing time-out. This
anger management strategy might simply require a ride in the car or a walk on the
beach. Playing sports or working out will help an individual to use up some of the
extra energy without involving others. Some other suggestions for time-out are
reading, listening to music or sitting alone in silence. Each of these activities are
healthy anger management strategies.

A second example of a healthy anger management strategy is, owning up to the
anger. Although the anger is usually brought on by an irritating situation or a
confrontation with another individual, the anger actually belongs to the troubled
person. Only the person who's experiencing the anger issues can control their
outbursts. Only the person with the anger issues can learn anger management
strategies and how to deal with their feelings in a healthy way. When an individual
becomes mad or upset they need to try to disclose the reasons for their anger
whether it is hurt, fear, frustration sadness, confusion , jealousy or whatever seems
to bring unleash the rage.
Another healthy anger management strategy is to look back on those situations that
upset an individual and try to find ways to make changes. Learning the cause of the
anger may help the individual to avoid those situations. Not only might the person
learn to avoid these incidents but they might also choose to take what they've
learned and attempt to deal with the situation without bursting into a frenzy.
A fourth suggestion regarding healthy management strategies is to confront the
situation or person. Talk to the person or people involved, calmly of course, to try to
determine the root of the problem. The angry individual might actually discover that
the whole thing was a mix-up, a misunderstanding. The individual might also try
asking the person or people in the situation to think about their behavior and perhaps
even change it. It may be surprising what people would be willing to do to help the
person who is attempting to deal with their problems with anger. Hopefully everything
will work out for the best. If not there has to be room for acceptance. Sometimes a
person must simply accept the situations and people they cannot change and either
deal with it or walk away.
Learning healthy anger management strategies should be considered by those with
anger problems. There are many books published regarding anger and anger
management. There is also a wealth of information available on the Internet for those
who are attempting to deal with their anger by learning healthy anger management
strategies.

CALLED TO ACCOUNT
Dr John Black was going to present a paper at the National Memorial Arboretum
Symposium 26-27th September 2017, which was titled "Called to Account". The
symposium was cancelled and therefore did not present the paper. The symposium
has never been reconvened and he has given me permission to publish it in this
edition of the newsletter and will continue into next month’s edition. I would like to
thank John very much for sharing this paper with us and he would welcome any
comments and criticism from readers. Please forward them to me at
michael.mccran@gmail.com and I will ensure that they are forwarded onto John.

John enlisted into the RAMC and joined the RAMC Apprentice College in April 1962
at Crookham and fell out with the College hierarchy and was transferred to JTR Rhyl
in January 1963 and passed out of JTR Rhyl in August 1964. He served until

September 1973 when he opted to purchase his discharge. John went onto serve
20 years in the TA in the RAPC
He has written a few papers over the years and is busy putting together a book titled
‘Legends from the Ledger: The Army Pay Services and the Great War, a social
history’ and he hopefully will have it published sometime in 2019. He informs me at
the moment he is researching the penultimate chapter on the army pay office at
Woking, which in 1918 underwent a rapid, metamorphose quick and became
overnight on 31 March/1st April 1918 the Central Pay and Record Office RAF. In
mid-September he will be spending time at Woking in the Surrey Heritage Centre as
they have some primary source material on the original army pay office, and the
Central RAF Pay and Record Office.

Paper for presentation at the National Memorial Arboretum Symposium 26-27
September 2017

Called to Account!
Examples of women who were employed in an administrative and clerical
capacity with the British Army during the Great War, and the poor career
openings for women employment in the post 1919 Accounting and Financial
professions
By

John Black
John Black assets that he is the original author of this paper in terms of
copyright and intellectual property rights and all rights to reproduction,
either in whole or in part are strictly observed.

©

Abstract
This paper explores the careers of women, both civilian and military, who were
employed in administrative and clerical positions in Army establishments during the
Great War. The argument put forward is that the rewards to women for their efforts
during the Great War were generally poor. Although the War Office and the Army
employed thousands of women in this capacity, few continued in this area of
employment in the post 1918 era. Evidence of this are seen from the perspective of
the accounting and finance professions and that few women actually became
qualified accountants despite the relaxed conditions for women entering the
professions generally under the 1919 Sex (Disqualification) Removal Act The
reasons for this illustrated the contemporary culture of the time, for example the
accepted gender divisions probably influenced by the marriage bar and what was
deemed to be men's work and women's work.

Introduction
There was nothing altruistic about the recruitment of women into areas, otherwise
closed to them, of many grades of working patterns that before 1914 had only been
open to men. This included accounting and clerical roles, both in the public and
private sectors. With the onset of war in 1914 able-bodied men from all sections of
society flocked to join the colours. Women therefore, provided much of the labour to
fill vacancies as men left to enlist. The vacancies accruing included areas of clerical
employment, particularly accounting roles, in the Army. The question of 'who does
the accounting' inevitably raises issues of gender which applied both to the public
and private sectors. 1
However, the engagement of women in accounting / clerical roles did not begin with
the Great War. From the mid-19th century the State became the biggest employer of
women clerical workers in the General Post Office, (GPO), and the Post Office
Savings Bank (POSB) within the United Kingdom due to the growth of postal and
savings bank business generally.

This opened up opportunities for women to be

employed in low-key 'mechanical' book-keeping and clerical functions.

These

opportunities increased with the evolution of technology. Examples of mechanical
clerical work include copying, filing, and adding up figures. The more intellectual
aspects of clerical work were undertaken by men, who tended to be those who were
promoted in the organisation rather than women. From 1895 onwards, a number of
independent girls' schools included a commercial and secretarial course within their
curriculum as the demand for routine 'mechanical' clerical work increased. 2
The advancement of technology, particularly the advent of the typewriter, resulted in
routine work such as copy typing making redundant the traditional hand copying
method, which traditionally had been undertaken by men. The advent of the

1

L Kirkham (1992) Integrating herstory and history in accounting. Accounting, Organisations and
Society 17 93-4) p. 287-297: M Annisette (2007) Editorial – international perspectives on race and
gender in accounting's past: an introduction, Accounting History 12 (3) P. 245-251.
2
J Black (2009) 'Educating the Girls: The Clerical and Secretarial Curriculum at Manchester High
School for Girls within its Social Context 1900-1920'. History of Education Researcher, No.84,
November, pp12-22.

typewriter, which was deemed to be ‘mechanical’ clerical labour was assumed to be
women's work. This gender transfer due to the technological advancements of office
administration therefore increased the potential employment opportunities for women
and was financially more efficient for the organisation whether in the public or private
sector. This was most noticeable in the civil service and with copy typing. Indeed,
copy typing was the lowest grade possible in the civil service and there was very little
prospect of advancement for women.3 By the beginning of the 20th century, much of
the demand for clerical labour both in the public and private sector reflected the
development of standard procedures and office organisation.

In particular, the

demand for routine, or mechanical clerical labour was for typists and shorthand
writers, general clerical assistants; financial clerical support including cash recording
and book-keeping, as well as 'telephony'.4 In the private sector, these skills reflected
the few openings for women particularly in banking until after 1945.

5

Women were

not permanently employed in the British banking system as tellers or cashiers or
other 'front of house' roles on a permanent basis until the post 1945 era.

6

In terms of the contribution of women's roles in the war effort during the Great War
and in response to a Procession of Homage and Address on the occasion of the
Silver Wedding of George V and Queen Mary, the King responded by stating:
When the history of our country's share in the war is written, no chapter
will be more remarkable than that relating to the range and extend of
women's participation'.7
Nevertheless it could be questioned whether any history justifying the role of women
during the First World War has actually been achieved particularly in ‘white blouse
work’.
This paper examines the contribution and role of women, both civilian and military,
who were employed in military clerical administrative work both at an 'intellectual'
and 'mechanical' level during the First World War. Whether there was any change of

3

M Zimmeck (1995). 'The Mysteries of the Typewriter: Technology and Gender in the British Civil
Service, 1870-1914. In (Eds) Gertjan de Groot and Marlou Schrover, Women Workers and
technological Change in Europe in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries, Taylor & Francis.
4
A Davin (1973) ‘Telegraphists and Clerks’, Bulletin of the Society for the Study of Labour History. 26
pp7-9.
5
S Sayers (1957) Lloyds Bank in the History of British Banking. Oxford: Clarendon Press pp86-7
6
S Sayers (1957) Lloyds Bank in the History of British Banking.pp86-7, note p87.
7
Anne de Courcy (1992) Society's Queen: The Life of Edith, Marchioness of Londonderry. London:
Phoenix, p161.

attitude in the public mind, or whether the legislation of 1919 8 altered the pattern of
employment in clerical and financial work, is explored later. Suffice to say at this
point that, in a speech on reconstruction given in the summer of 1917, a Mrs
Creighton suggested that one of the social effects arising from the Great War would
include the status women would be changed, and she gave four areas for change,
these being:
(i)

The increased liberty of women won during the war;

(ii)

The increased areas for future careers and employment;

(iii)

The enfranchisement of women; and

(iv)

A far larger number of women would remain unmarried in the future than in
the past.9

The Army Pay Services and the employment of women
Prior to the Great War, the Army Pay Services was a small but professional
organisation whose role was the administration of pay and allowances paid to the
Regular Army and Reserve. Until 1914 the mechanics of Army pay administration
was undertaken by men, both civilian and military.

Two corps provided the

administration: the first was the Army Pay Department (APD), which was formed in
1878 and consisted of commissioned paymasters. The second was the Army Pay
Corps (APC), formed in 1892, consisting of warrant officers and senior and junior
non-commissioned soldier clerks. This division also denotes the social class system
of the day, as well as the intellectual and mechanical clerical strata of the army pay
system where commissioned APD paymasters undertook the intellectual activity of
Army finance; whereas the mechanical clerical duties of army pay administration was
undertaken by the non-commissioned element of the Army Pay Services.
However, just prior to 1914, under the Haldane reforms, the system of Army financial
administration had been radically changed as a consequence of the failure of military
administration during the second Anglo-Boer War, (1899-1902). Twenty seven fixed
army pay offices (APOs) had been formed to administer the soldiers' accounts.
8

Sex Disqualification (Removal) Act, 1919 (an Act to amend the Law with respect to disqualification
on account of sex).
9
'Sex Warfare', article published in the Daily Telegraph, 7 August 1917: Mrs Louise Creighton (18501936), widow of Mandell Creighton, former Bishop of London. She was concerned with church work
both home and overseas. A comment she made in the article was that women should not imitate men
but be themselves arguing that now women like men smoke too much! Whether any of these
predictions came to fruition is discussed towards the end of this paper.

Regiments and corps where allotted an APO in Britain and Ireland which
administered the personal accounts of soldiers and their families wherever the
soldier served. The commanding officer of an APO was known as a regimental
paymaster of lieutenant colonel/colonel rank. In 1914, the Army Pay Services had a
total Regular Army strength of 800. Although there was a small Regular reserve, the
APD and APC were not represented in the Territorial Force.

Each APO had a

commissioned staff of about five APD paymasters and between 30 and 90 APC
military clerks. The military clerks were supported by a number of civilian writers
who were mainly pensioners originally from the APC, and the sons of serving APC
non-commissioned officers, who if under 21 were known as boy writers. Army Pay
Offices tended to be located at the headquarter depot of the senior regiment or corps
they represented. The soldier’s personal account was therefore administered in the
United Kingdom and did not accompany the soldier if posted to an overseas garrison
or theatre of operations. The numbers of APOs increased from 27 in 1914 to 44 in
1918.
The Army Pay Services was represented in every military command in the Army. A
command pay office (CPO), was part of the Command or district headquarters, both
at home and overseas.

Each CPO was commanded by a lieutenant colonel or

colonel of the APD, known as the command paymaster. His role was to act as a link
between commissioned officers and the respective army agent who issued their pay
and allowances, and to act an advisor on the financial aspects to the command or
district commander. This would include, advising on the implementation of Army
Council Instructions at command level related to finance, including acting as an
agent to the UK Treasury in overseas stations, advising on section of contractors'
bills and the selection of private contractors from the recommendation list provided
by the Army Contracts Department at the War Office.
The overall responsibility of Army Finance was under the remit of the Financial
Secretary to the Army, a political appointment, who was also politically second in
command at the War Office after the Secretary of State for War. The Assistant
Financial Secretary to the War Office in 1914 was a career higher civil servant, and,
from 1908 until 1920 this post was held by Sir Charles Harris. The military head of
the War Office Finance Branch was the chief paymaster who was in 1914 Colonel G
Carter CB APD.

The largest APO was at Woolwich, which was responsible for the accounts of
soldiers of the largest units in the Army, the Army Service Corps (ASC), the Royal
Field Artillery (RFA), and the Royal Horse Artillery (RHA).

Woolwich was also

responsible for the accounts of the smaller elements of the Army comprising the
Army Ordnance Corps (AOC), the Army Veterinary Corps (AVC) and the APC.
In 1914 the Regimental Paymaster of APO Woolwich was Colonel A B Church APD,
who remained in command throughout the duration of the Great War. Under his
command were four subordinate APD officers, one probationary officer awaiting
transfer to the APD, plus ninety male military and civilian clerks. By the end of the
war in 1918, APO Woolwich had split into two separate APOs. The RFA and RHA
accounts were separated from RPO Woolwich, which became No.2 APO Woolwich,
and relocated at nearby Blackheath which became No.1 APO Woolwich. In late
1916 the Labour Corps was formed as an independent Corps from the Labour
companies of the ASC and the Royal Marine Light Infantry (RMLI). A remnant from
APO Woolwich relocated to Nottingham to administer the accounts of the newly
formed Labour Corps, which became the largest corps in the Army, with APO
Nottingham becoming the largest Army Pay Office in Britain.

Despite these

divisions, APO Woolwich No.2 had a staff of eight thousand by November 1918,
much of which increase was made up of women clerks and lady superintendents
employed as temporary civil servants.

The arrival of the first women at APO

Woolwich occurred a few days after the declaration of war in August 1914, and they
arrived unofficially and unannounced;

these were the 'ladies' of Woolwich

Garrison.10
After the first few days of the Great War, with the recall of reservists and the
mobilisation of the Territorial Force, the bureaucracy of the APO increased
enormously and overstretched the capabilities of all APOs. 11

Changes in the

regulations for separation allowances swamped APO Woolwich. The commanding
officer of the unit next door, an ordnance depot, volunteered the services of his wife
to help out. Within a week 'Mrs Ordnance Officer' had brought her friends along,
who were the ladies of Woolwich Garrison.
10

Thirty-seven were assigned to the

The Souvenir 1920, The Boy-Girls of 1914, pp5-6 written anonymously except by the initials KFK.
The Library Imperial War Museum (IWM) (K87/465).
11
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separation allowance section and others prepared mess books and pay books for
the recalled reservists. The Regimental Although the intrusion of the ladies of the
Woolwich Garrison, into APO Woolwich was unofficial, they were welcomed by
Colonel Church and the APO staff, and although perhaps engaged on the
‘mechanical’ aspects of military pay bureaucracy, their worth proved to be competent
within a week.12
However, their presence was not welcomed by the Financial Secretary and by the
end of October the War Office Finance Branch had ordered all of the women out.
However, within two weeks the War Office Branch began recruiting women clerks for
the Accounts 2 Department at the War Office who were responsible for the effects of
military casualties. By January 1915, the first women clerks began to be officially
employed in the CPOs and APOs in Britain and Ireland. 13
The peak for women clerks employed for duties with the Army Pay Services was on
1 April 1919 when the number recorded was 28,472; compared with 18,184 APC
military clerks on 1 December 1918, and 8,896 male civilian clerks.

14

The role of

APC clerks, including the women, related to the 'mechanical' clerical tasks that were
the backbone of the CPO and APO organisations, which would include mail sorting
and distribution, and the collation of soldiers' accounts into classifications using a
coloured slip system. Throughout the duration of the War, soldiers were repeatedly
transferred from regiments to corps to other regiments; when this happened their
regimental number, APO and record office also changed, therefore there was much
time and clerical labour involved in tracing soldiers.

This was compounded by

notification lists from units in the field, record offices and other agencies, and some
of the information may have been inaccurate. Much of the communication between
APOs to other units when answering queries was written in pencil on memorandum
pads and posted through the GPO.15
Previous research undertaken by the author relating to APO Nottingham traced the
lives of 15 women clerks. Most were local and had been employed in an equivalent
12
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14
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15
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mechanical process in the textile industry. The draw toward wartime clerical work in
an Army Pay Office tended to relate to better pay and conditions. A feature of
industrial organisations during the Great War was 'Welfarism' and during the course
of the war this extended to government offices as well as heavy industry including
engineering, ordnance production and aircraft and shipbuilding.
In late 1915 lady superintendents were appointed to APD establishments in Britain
and Ireland. The term lady superintendent was used in contemporary language, and
the title could be found in other welfare agencies including munitions and
engineering establishments, and in the wartime civil service. A lady superintendent
was equivalent to a commissioned officer of the APD of lieutenant / captain assistant
paymaster status and tended to be recruited from the more affluent middle classes of
society. Between 1915 and 1920, the peak number was on 1 April 1919 when 279
were employed. There were approximately two lady superintendents per army or
command pay office.16 The women clerks tended to be drawn from a lower strata of
society and were mainly recruited from the lower middle and working classes and
were associated with the APC. The titles used in contemporary literature included
lady superintendent, which was not only associated with the Army Pay services, and
‘woman’ clerks or even ‘girl’ clerks.
Overall, lady superintendents were involved with the intellectual aspect of the Army
pay system. The role of lady superintendents was to undertake welfare duties on
behalf of the women clerical staff, and well as technical duties involving the internal
audit of accounts, and in some cases being responsible for a wing within the army
pay office. A handful of lady superintendents were awarded the MBE between 1918
and 1920.17 One, Miss Nellie Hurcomb Palmer, had an official photograph taken at
the time of the presentation of her MBE at Buckingham Palace.
On the reverse of this photograph she had written:
Dec 1915. Joined the Army Pay Dept. as Lady Superintendent Exeter
Office (APO Exeter) to supervise the welfare of female staff (750).
Also Section Officer, in charge of 10,000 accounts. Acted also as
temporary wing officer in charge of the work of 169 clerks. (Photo
courtesy IWM)
16
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APO Exeter was a pre-1914 establishment of modest size and was responsible for
the accounts of infantry regiments drawn from the West Country from Cornwall to
Hampshire. In 1918 APO Exeter had a staff of about three thousand military and
civilian, both male and female.
Accounts Six at the War Office Finance Branch
In assessing individuals who were employed in the War Office Finance Branch
during the Great War, examples are given of a graduate temporary civil servant
employed at the War Office Finance Branch from 1916 to 1923 and her nongraduate colleague.

Both were employed in a department called Accounts 6

experimental accounts that had been established in 1917. This was the nucleus of
what became the Cost Accounting Experiment in the British Army. The experiment
was terminated in 1926 under the 'Geddes Axe'.18 Miss Lilian Maud Bull (18771943) was born at Winchester, her father Joseph Cecil Bull was an engineer and
became secretary and manager of the City of London Electric Lighting Company in
Surbiton.

Lilian attended Surbiton Girls School, Surrey and was also privately

educated in Paris, then went up to Girton College Cambridge where, from 1895 to
1898, she read Medieval and Modern Languages and graduated in 1898 with a
Tripos Class II. In 1923 Lilian was awarded her Master's degree from Cambridge.
After graduation she entered the teaching profession, possibly reluctantly, as this
was one of the few openings for a woman graduate at this time. She became an
assistant mistress at Warwick High School from 1899 to 1900, then taught at the
County School in Llandovery for five years before moving to another teaching post at
the County School in Newport, Monmouthshire. In 1916 Lilian was appointed as a
junior administrative officer at the War Office Finance Branch and in 1918 became
the administrative officer of Accounts 6 at the newly formed War Office Finance
Branch which was set up to administer the Army's cost accounting experiment. The
experiment came to an end in 1925 and Lilian undertook independent secretarial
work until her death in 1943. 19
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Lilian's colleague in Accounts 6 was Miss Violet Susan Eastaugh (1888-1966).
Violet was born in London and the 1911 Census recorded that she was employed as
a stenographer, and her father was described as a carpenter. Violet’s background is
different than that of Lilian, as she trained and practiced for an administrative and
clerical career. Violet died in 1966 at Lowestoft where she had been living prior to
her death. Violet’s death certificate recorded that she was a spinster and prior to
retirement had been the managing director's secretary at a leather company in the
Lowestoft area. It is not known whether, or not Violet had previously attended the
Pitman Metropolitan Institute in London where she had been taught her
stenographer skills.
The Army Pay Offices
In assessing the women who were employed in the APD establishments, examples
are given, of two lady superintendents and two women civilian clerks.
Miss Nellie Hurcomb Palmer MBE (1889-1979) was the senior lady superintendent
(both technical and welfare) at APO Exeter from late 1915 to 1920. Nellie was born
in Newark, Nottinghamshire, her father being a lace entrepreneur and manufacturer
in Nottingham. From the 1891 Census reports Nellie and her family were living in
the Chilwell area of Nottingham.

She was educated privately and at Lichfield

Grammar School. By 1911, and according to the Census of that year, Nellie and her
mother, Mrs Kate Palmer, now described as a widow, were running a private hotel in
the village of St Georges near Torquay. From 1912 to 1914 Nellie was employed as
organising secretary to the National Union of Suffragette Societies in London. 20
During her service as a lady superintendent at APO Exeter, Nellie was rewarded with
a press or B List mention in despatches, and awarded the MBE in the New Year's
Honours List of 1918.21 Nellie died in April 1979; her death certificate records her
occupation as a Conservative Party agent, retired. To date it has not been possible
to find out in what part of the country Nellie was living or working as a Conservative
Party agent, although Nottingham, Exeter and Eastbourne, where she was living in
retirement, have been ruled out. Prior to 1914, the position of a political party agent
or standing as a member of parliament was not open to women.

20
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The second junior lady superintendent at APO Exeter came from an old Devon
family. Rosemary Bastard was the daughter of a landowner in the Plympton area of
Devon, Lieutenant Colonel Edmund Pollexfen Bastard OBE JP. He was the officer
commanding the Devonshire Fortress during the Great War.22
awarded a B List mention in despatches.23

Rosemary was

In 1922 Rosemary married a local

farmer. She died in 1970 near Honiton, Devon. 24
The first of the two women clerks, Miss Amy Taylor (1892-1976), was employed at
Woolwich No.2 Army Pay Office. Amy was born at Woolwich. Prior to 1916 she
worked as an assistant jeweller in Marylebone, London. Amy was employed at No.2
Army Pay Office Woolwich from 1916 to 1920. During the post-1920 era Amy and
her sister owned and ran a haberdashers business at Woolwich.

Amy kept an

autograph book whilst at APO Woolwich, which is full of paintings, poems and prose.
There are two painting of young ladies wearing attractive hats and dated 1917, one
of which may have been a portrait of Amy. 25
The second woman temporary civil servant employed at the Regimental Pay Office
Dublin was Mrs Violet Hadden-Deering, née Wells (1883-1969), who, in 1904 had
married John Haddon a sergeant in the APC also stationed at Dublin. Violet was
born at Aldershot; her father was a quartermaster sergeant with the Royal Irish
Fusiliers. The family were later posted to India where unfortunately Violet’s father
died and she had to return home to Ireland. Sergeant John Hadden went to France
just after the commencement of the Great War. He was posted to APO Dublin after
the Rebellion in April 1916 when APO Dublin, then located in Linen Hall Barracks
had been razed to the ground in the Rebellion.26 The remnants of APO Dublin was
relocated to Beggars Bush Barracks, Dublin and was reinforced from Army Pay
Services staff from mainland Britain.27

Violet lived in married quarters within

Beggars Bush Barracks with her husband and she was then employed as a
temporary civil servant clerk within APO Dublin.

Violet’s employment with APO

Dublin came to an end in 1920 due to a reduction in staff and the Army downsized to
22
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its peacetime establishment. However in contemporary Ireland, and in particular
Dublin, witnessed the fighting and violence of the Anglo-Irish War and later the Irish
Civil War. The Auxiliary Division of the Royal Irish Constabulary, known as the
'Auxis', had been formed from former British officers to support the regular RIC
whose numbers were threatened as potential recruits and serving RIC officers were
being intimidated by the IRA. The Auxis headquarters were also located in Beggar’s
Bush Barracks, and Violet secured employment as a civilian orderly room clerk,
where she remained until the Auxis were disbanded in 1922. Violet remained in
Dublin for some years afterwards. Her husband John had previously been posted to
Winchester in 1920 and had died in 1922. Violet eventually returned to England and
in 1939 was living in Bath and was employed as a civil service pay clerk at the
Central Ammunition Depot Corsham Wiltshire. She died in 1969. 28
Unit Administrators and Military Clerks of the Women's Army Auxiliary Corps
(WAAC), later the Queen Mary's Army Auxiliary Corps (QMAAC)
The WAAC was formed in late 1916 and began recruiting in the spring of 1917. Its
role was to undertake non-combatant duties in Britain and France, relieving men
engaged as drivers, cooks and clerks for frontline duties. At this time the War Office
was stretched in their quest for recruiting men for the Army despite conscription
being introduced one year earlier.

This was the primary and perhaps the only

reason that the Adjutant General to the Army, Sir Neville Macready, acquiesced to
the formation of the military WAAC at all! The War Office used women as a resource
in terms of the 'Reserve Army of Labour', the general idea was that after hostilities
the original status quo should return.
The WAAC / QMAAC was organised into four sections:
i)

Cookery

ii)

Mechanical

iii)

Clerical

iv)

Miscellaneous; this included personnel of the WAAC / QMAAC who were
attached to the RAMC for medical duties with their WAAC / QMAAC

28
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colleagues, and WAAC / QMAAC personnel working as gardeners and
similar in the Commonwealth War Graves Commission cemeteries.
Information from the contemporary London Times gave valuable information about
the training of WAAC / QMAAC personnel as military clerks, and the possible socioeconomic background of individual members. Under the heading 'QMAAC Schools:
Training Centres for Girl Clerks', the London Times reported as follows:
For some months the WAAC has been recruiting girls for clerical work
[where] they have been undergoing a course of training which aims at
familiarizing them with the Army clerical system. In London, the
training centre is at the Jewish Central Girls Club in Alfred Place,
Tottenham Court Road where the necessary classes are being
conducted by the Education Department of the London County
Council. On behalf of the War Office under the direction of Mr H. C.
Gee. The course of training which lasts a month includes instruction in
office routine, bookkeeping, the use and classification of Army forms,
typewriting and English … Candidates have to pass an entrance
examination and a final examination before they are drafted into the
Army. About 95 per cent of the girls are successful in the final test. 29
It is not known whether women civilian clerks employed as temporary civil servants
had to undergo a similar course, but civilian women clerks applying for posts at the
Army Pay Department establishments had to sit an internal arithmetic test and an
interview as part of the selection process.
The backgrounds of the potential WAAC / QMAAC clerks were also described by the
London Times as follows:
The girls come from all over the Kingdom. There is a University girl
from Ireland with a fluent knowledge of French and German, and
another with similar qualifications from Southampton. Others include
governesses, clerks, housekeepers, munition workers, nurses, ladies
maids, dressmakers, waitresses and storekeepers. Large numbers of
recruits are wanted for this branches of the QMAAC. 30

29

The London Times, 17 July 1917.
Ibid. An individual example is No4100 Forewoman Clerk Louise Holmes QMAAC who pior to
enrolment in the WAAC had been a dressmaker in Bournemouth (1911 Census). Louise enrolled into
the WAAC in October 1917 as a clerk, and served at Eastern Command, HQ London District,
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Information about individual members of the WAAC / QMAAC who were military
clerks is sporadic. However, it is known that one was awarded a Military Medal for
her gallantry displayed in the Abbeville bombing raid on a WAAC camp in France,
and others who died on service have been identified through CWGC records.
The QMAAC member who was awarded the Military Medal was No.
18659 Forewoman Clerk Ethel Grace Cartledge. Her citation read that
the award was for gallantry and devotion to duty during an enemy air
raid. She was of the greatest assistance in keeping the women
workers steady. Although both her shoes were blown off during the
explosion, Forewoman Cartledge continued to carry out her duties
after being wounded in the foot by some fallen wreckage. 31
A more minor award, the press or B List mention in despatches, was awarded to
military and civilian personnel, both men and women. In Britain and Ireland this was
first announced on 3 September 1918. These awards were a watered-down version
of the military mentioned in despatches and were probably no more than a mention
of one's name in the London Times and a letter from the Secretary of State for War
or his deputy. In March 1919 a list of these awards was made, naming military and
civilian personnel who were employed in the Army record offices in the UK.

32

Three QMAAC clerks died on service in 1918 and 1919, all as a result of the
influenza epidemic sweeping across Europe at this time. The first was Worker Miss
Nellie Whitworth, a clerk at No.2 Infantry Record Office, York. Nellie was born in
Leeds where her father was employed as a clerk for the North East Railway. By
1914 the family had relocated to York through the promotion of Nellie's father. Nellie
died aged 26 on 21 October 1918 from the effects of influenza. 33
The second and third QMAAC clerks died in France; both were clerks with the Base
and Command Pay Office, BEF Wimereaux, France.

Unusually, their QMAAC

records of service are almost intact, despite the damage to most of the QMAAC
records during the London blitz of the Second World War.
Worker Miss Elsie Parnell (No 36840) QMAAC was born at Plumstead in south-east
London, where her father was employed at the nearby Royal Arsenal, Woolwich.
31
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Elsie was educated at Woolwich Polytechnic School, and on leaving school was first
employed as a retail assistant for a druggist / chemist, then with a chemical company
before becoming a civilian clerk at the Army Pay Office Woolwich. She enrolled for
service with the WAAC / QMAAC as a clerk and was posted to France. Early in
1919 Elsie was stricken with broncho-pneumonia and died at 14 Base Hospital
Wimereaux on 8 March 1919 aged 23. 34
Worker Miss Mary Ann Spittle (No 1667) QMAAC was born in Lynmouth, Devon,
where her mother had been born. She was known as Annie and enrolled into the
WAAC under this name.

Her father was a Londoner and was described as a

butcher's manager. The Census for 1911 recorded that the Spittle family now lived
in Hounslow, London, and Annie's occupation at this time was recorded as a
manicurist and her age was 18.

Six years later when Annie enrolled for duty with

the WAAC her occupation was given as general clerk. Annie died aged 26 on 12
February 1919, a month before Elsie.

Both Elsie and Annie are interned at

Terlincthun British Cemetery, Wimille, France.35
From these examples of WAAC / QMAAC clerks it is clear that they came from
similar socio-economic backgrounds, and were from upper working class families.
Nellie Whitworth's family may have been lower middle class, her father holding a
minor clerical supervisory position with a railway company and probably drawing a
salary. These members of the QMAAC probably received their education in a state
elementary school where they did well enough to progress into employment that
required a good standard of literacy and numeracy along with a wider knowledge of
history and geography.

Although not in the same league as the unknown Irish

member of the WAAC clerks' training school, who was a graduate and fluent in
languages, it is presumed that Nellie, Elsie and Annie attended and passed a similar
military clerk's course as previously described by the London Times.
However there are two WAAC unit administrators that have been identified from
Burke's Order of the British Empire from different socio-economic backgrounds, but
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who had similar ranks and job descriptions whilst serving with the WAAC / QMAAC
in France.
The first relates to Miss Cicely Penrose Foster (1885-1927). Cicely came from an
affluent middle-class family from Trevillis, Liskeard, Cornwall.

Her father was

described in the 1911 Census as a bank director. During the Great War Cicely was
Quartermistress and acting commandant of VAD Cornwall 16. In January 1916 she
went to France as a VAD nurse and was attached to the Army Ordnance Department
depots first at Le Havre then at Calais where, from January 1916 to July 1917, she
was engaged in the inspection of PH gas helmets. In July 1917 Cicely enrolled into
the WAAC / QMAAC, remaining with the Army Ordnance Department as technical
administrator. Cicely also supervised the work of the female French labour force at
the Army Ordnance Depot and also supervised the receipt accounts ledger at the
Army Ordnance Depot at Vendroux, Calais, where she was described as a technical
unit administrator until the QMAAC was disbanded on 31 December 1919. Cicely
returned to the Ordnance Depot at Vendroux as a civilian and continued to work in
the Accounts Branch there until March 1920. For her war work Cicely was appointed
MBE (military).36 During the post-war period Cicely Penrose Foster remained a lady
of private means and of leisure. She was killed by an avalanche whilst skiing in the
Austrian Tyrol on 1 January 1927.37 Cicely Penrose Foster would have qualified for
enfranchisement under the 1918 Representation of the People's Act, and could have
entered the professions under the Sex Disqualification (Removal) Act of 1919. She
chose however to remain a woman of independent means and leisure. The QMAAC
record of service for Cicely was totally destroyed in the 1941 blitz.
The second member of the WAAC / QMAAC was Mrs Ada Emily Copleston (née
Francis) (1885-1983), who was born and lived at Harlow, Essex. Her father was a
master saddler. The 1911 Census describes Ada's occupation as a foreign
correspondence clerk to an Oilseed Brokerage in London.38 She had been educated
at the local elementary school and at Pitman's Metropolitan Secretarial College at
36
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It has been nearly 100 years since Combat Stress first opened their doors to
veterans with mental health problems and since then have become the UK’s leading
Charity for veterans’ mental health.






In the last year 3,416 veterans were directly helped by Combat Stress.
The youngest veteran we support is 20 years old and the oldest is 97 years
old.
On average it takes 13 years from leaving the military for a veteran to seek
help.
Over the last 10 years Combat Stress has seen demand for it service
increase by 97%.
Combat Stress helpline received over 12,000 calls last year

Do you know of any veteran who is suffering from mental health problems then
please put them, their family, friends or carer in touch with the 24 hour helpline on
0800 138 1619 which provides a confidential mental health advice.
Combat Stress relies on donations from the public in order for it to provide the first
class service it does. It also has a shop in which they sell a large selection of
products in order to raise money. With Christmas fast approaching Combat Stress
have distributed their 2018 Christmas Catalogue in which there is a good selection of
Christmas cards. This Christmas why not consider Combat Stress as your chosen
charity to support. Check out what is on offer by visiting the shop at:
https://combatstress.shop/

SUPPORT COMBAT STRESS

THE NEXT TURNING OF THE PAGE CEREMONY –WESTMINSTER
ABBEY
DATE

UNIT

6th October 2018

201 Fd Hosp

The Books are at the front of Westminster Abbey under the RAMC windows.
The Ceremony always starts at 1100 hours sharp.
Those wishing to attend should be in at the designated location before
1045hrs so that they can be in position and, if they need a seat then earlier as
there are only approximately 20 seats.
Those attending should state that they are attending the RAMC Service and will be
allowed in.
Those members who are unable to travel can now view the Books of Remembrance
Online by going to:
http://www.ramcassociation.org.uk/remembrance/our-online-book-of-remembrance

CONSULTANT IN ANAESTHETICS AND INTENSIVE CARE AT
NEWCASTLE ROYAL VICTORIA INFIRMARY HELPS SAVE
RUNNER’S LIFE AND RETURNS TO FINISH THE GREAT NORTH
RUN
Dr Chris Johnson is an Army Reservist with the 201 Field Hospital and the story
covering the above can be read by going to the following link:
http://www.newcastle-hospitals.org.uk/news/news-item-23329.aspx

A PLAQUE LOCATED IN A VILLAGE IN DERBYSHIRE
Whilst out walking in Draycott a village close to where he lives, Jake Marlee came
across the plaque, shown below fixed onto a wall.

If there are similar plaques on display in other villages would you please take
photograph and forward them onto me.
Thanks Jake for forwarding this on it is very much appreciated.
Notes from the editor:
I googled 1st North Midland Field Ambulance and found the following links which
displayed a number of War Diary entries connected with Field Ambulances and other
information relating to this medical unit.
https://derbyshireterritorials.wordpress.com/tag/1st-north-midland-fieldambulance/page/1/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/59th_(2nd_North_Midland)_Division
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/46th_(North_Midland)_Division

AWARD MEDALS WEBSITE
I am sure a number of readers have already used award medals website in the past
and ordered items online. For those readers who are not aware of this facility, you
will find that the products are reasonably priced and there is a large selection of
products to choose from. Products include clothing/accessories, medals and medal
services, watches, jewellery and gifts.
Looking for a Christmas present, then why not consider visiting
https://www.awardmedals.com/

RVH NETLEY HOSPITAL – COME AND MEET PAST RESIDENTS OF
NETLEY ABBEY VILLAGE

Brenda Finlay who is one of a number of people responsible for keeping RVH Netley
alive has requested that I place the above poster in this month’s edition of the
Newsletter.

BRITISH AND US AIRBORNE MEDICS OPERATE TOGETHER
British and US airborne medics are working together as two wards of the same
hospital during joint training in Southern Germany.
Colchester-based 19 Medical Squadron, 16 Medical Regiment and their US Army
counterparts in Charlie Company, 173rd Brigade Support Battalion are on Exercise
Saber Junction. Some 5,500 soldiers from 20 NATO allies and partner countries are
training together to improve their ability to respond together to international crises.
To obtain further information on this please go to the following link:
https://www.army.mod.uk/news-and-events/news/2018/09/british-and-us-airbornemedics-operate-together/

VETERANS FREE HEARING ASSESSMENT

DEFENCE PRIVILEGE CARD

Have you got your Defence Privilege Card yet?
.

Defence Discount Service is home of the Defence Privilege Card, the vetted discount
card that can be used in stores, restaurants and venues to obtain armed forces
discounts. This discount card allows Veterans and the Armed Forces Community to
have a card that can allow them to receive military discounts.
Please don’t waste any time and take advantage of what is on offer by going to the
following link and register https://www.defencediscountservice.co.uk/

Who qualifies?
Serving Armed Forces; Reserve Forces; Spouses/Partners of serving personnel HM
Armed Forces Veterans (ex-serving); MoD Civil Servants; Bereaved Family
Members; War/Service Widow(er)s; Cadet Forces (over 16) NATO Personnel in the
UK.

ABSENT BRETHERN
Captain Steve Hughes RAMC who was the MO of 2 Para during the Falklands War
died on 4 May 2018 aged 60 from a liver disease. According to the Daily Telegraph
Obituary Captain Hughes was recommended for the MC for his duties at Goose
Green, but was only given a Mention in Despatches.
Rod Buchanan who trained as a Nurse in the RAMC passed away on Friday 15th
June 2018.
Ian 'Fez' Parker passed away on 27th August 2018.
Pat Vessey a former RSM within the Corps passed away at 0315 hours on Sunday
9th September 2018.
Jim (Corky) Cork passed away peacefully on the evening of Sunday 9th September
2018 with his family by his bedside.
Colonel Malcolm Braithwaite L/RAMC OBE, during the First Gulf War was the
Commanding Officer 1 Armoured Field Ambulance RAMC. He passed away having
lost his battle against cancer.
Allan Le Quelenec passed away on Thursday 13th September 2018. He had been
battling Leukaemia since it was first diagnosed 3 months ago.
Colonel Roger Tamlyn MBE a former Anaesthetist recently passed away having
lost his battle against prostate cancer with secondary tumours in his spine and
elsewhere. He also suffered from Dementia.

THE ART OF SURVIVAL
Secret documentary art created by Far East POW 1942-1945

The Liverpool School
of Tropical Medicine
(LSTM) in partnership
with the University of
Liverpool’s Victoria
Gallery and Museum
(VG&M) are working
on a major new
exhibition.
Prosthetics made in jungle camps, painted by Jack Chalker (© J.Chalker)

“…I managed to get hold of a piece [of teak], found myself a hacksaw-blade, ground it
into a knife-blade on a building stone, and spent many a happy and emblistered hour
whittling out the effigy of an ordinary European kingfisher to keep me company… it
became one of my talisman possessions… I think I partly owe my life to it…”
© RAF Medical Officer Richard Philps, Java 1942

PLEDGE YOUR SUPPORT NOW!

Previously unseen
and unpublished
documentary art,
created secretly by Far
East prisoners of war
(FEPOW) during WWII
Far East captivity, is to be
showcased in Liverpool
in October 2019.

We are crowdfunding to raise £10,000 to deliver a unique exhibition entitled ‘The Art of
Survival’, and a public engagement programme, in partnership with the Victoria Gallery and
Museum. We need your help because without the generous support of FEPOW communities,
and the general public, our work would not be possible! You can help us to raise funds by
pledging your support to the project and/or help us to share the link to the Crowdfunder page
to raise awareness of our campaign. There are exclusive rewards for early supporters from a
pack of printed postcards to private tours of the exhibition – visit our campaign page at www.
crowdfunder.co.uk/artofsurvival to find out more.
Every donation, no matter how big or small, is greatly appreciated and will help us get closer
to our target.

info@lstmed.ac.uk

Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Pembroke Place, Liverpool L3 5QA

www.captivememories.org.uk
Detail from Nong Pladuk hut interior, Thailand 1944 by Gunner
William Wilder (© Anthony Wilder)

“…being an artist I was fascinated by what I was seeing…
the most beautiful birds, white ibis and blue kingfishers,
lovely butterflies, hibiscus, passion flower and blue orchids…
I made some notes of these things but then I’d also put down
something I’d seen of the violent incidents.” - Gunner Jack Chalker
LSTM’s FEPOW study is the longest running project in the School’s history. From late 1945 until
the late 1990s the emphasis was on healthcare, diagnosing and treating tropical infections
and the effects of prolonged, gross malnutrition. Since 1999 the focus shifted to recording this
unique medical history.
Whilst conducting a major FEPOW oral history study from 2007 to 2009, researchers became
aware of a large number of previously unseen and unknown artworks. Created secretly during
captivity by numerous amateur artists, these illustrations had survived over 60 years since release.
Treasured by the veterans, this “documentary art” illustrates many aspects of their captivity, from
disease, medical ingenuity and laboratories to faith, humour and survival.

Making life-saving yeast extract secretly in captivity
in Java 1942, Fl/Lt Leslie John Audus RAF
(©Audus family)

Theatricals in jungles of Thailand. Poster created
by Cpl Basil Akhurst, aka AKKI (courtesy R. Brown
© Akhurst family)

Art became the lens through which the artist
illuminated the nightmare of rampant disease
and death in his midst. Not constrained by
lighting, apertures or degraded film, the artists
recorded precisely what they wanted the
viewer to see.

This art was created hurriedly, against their captors’ orders and kept hidden. It gives unique
insights into the monumental struggle to survive, both physically and mentally, and represents
countless and repeated acts of courage. Artistic styles include portraiture, landscape, ingenuity,
cartoons and caricatures, theatrical posters and scenery, fine art and botanical studies. In
bringing this extraordinary collection of secret, British military artwork together for the first time,
LSTM hopes it will inspire further learning and research into what is still a little-known area of
WWII history.
“…From the earliest days
of captivity he [Signalman
Will Wilder] occupied
himself observing his
surroundings and his fellow
prisoners and capturing the
scenes on paper. He quickly
established a reputation
as an artist and was
commissioned by prisoners
to do their portraits. He was
critical of his own work…”

Chapel of the Good Shepherd, Changi POW camp Singapore, April 1944, Captain Thomas Wilson RAMC (© Wilson family)

Dental hut, island of Haruku, drawn by Medical Officer
Fl/Lt Richard Philps 1943 (© C. Friend)

- © Judy Dewey, POW Sketchbook A
Story of Survival

